
Do good exam results at school or college guarantee success in life? Discuss. 

Do you believe that studying hard will bring a better life?

It is a justifiable to say that academic achievement does not influence on receiving achieving a 
successful life in the future. However, beneficial benefits of good grades would not be not 
remarkable.in the same way, it is hard to find a strong link between a studying hard and engaging in 
the a sound lifestyle on condition that you can review thea life history of many people who left at 
school and went  on to achieve great things. Although, obtaining acceptable marks and studying hard 
are considered the best way to secure a good job a and following the a perfect life, but it is not a 
certainly true in all cases.

In on the first level, it is better to identify a clear definition of success on the grounds that any one has 
an individual view about an ideal life, so this essay cavers covers the fringe benefits in as a result of 
passing exams with great grades to meet lead athe superb life.it is obvious that providing a best 
condition in life are is derived from several factors. For instance, besides trying to access reasonable 
results in theoretical exams through working hard , people should enroll on in extracurricular 
activities to gain practical qualifications which help them secure an appropriate, well-paid career with 
well-paid in order to catch up with their needs for making the an ideal life. Moreover, they should 
update their skills and intellectual knowledge frequently if they are enough interested enough to 
increase their promotions. All reasons do not stop here, sometimes people claim that a perfect 
lifestyle means responding to other demands such as job satisfaction or security in thea workplace 
and so on. These arguments are true but not in all cases and there is not enough evidence which that 
exam results have significant impact on items above.

In the next level, there is more to life than work and money, so it is important to make balance 
between life and work. Too much studying and spending a lot of time on working are ledlead to 
serious social problems especially in terms of communication. In addition, working hard with the aim 
of rising raising general knowledge and cognitive competence or even studying consistently to  be 
professional in a specific file, all of which cannot guarantee to maintaining the an ideal life unless 
people can exert their capabilities in practical in business areas to touch fulfill their purpose regarding 
in achievement  of a better life.

In total, although there are a great deal ofnumerous definitions about the a successful life but no one 
can support provide sufficient evidence that good exam marks and hard studying  are considered key 
items rather than other factors to gain the a better life..


